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This study investigated current operations of extracting thinned woods of A Forest Owner?s Cooperative 
in Nasushiobara City and mechanized operations of B Forest Owner?s Cooperative in Nasu Town. Then, 
this study discussed improvements of efficiencies and costs by mechanization. The estimated total 
costs including overhead costs based on the survey data in Site ? (fi rst thinning) and Site ? (second 
thinning) of current operations, for Site ? became lowest total costs by current operation system and 
for Site ? became lowest total costs by ?.? ha and mechanized operation system, but the balance with 
Site ? and Site ? were defi cits. However, considering current subsidies against to thinning in Tochigi 
Prefecture, the balance for Site ? became surplus by ?.? ha and current operation system, for Site ? 
became surplus by ?.? ha and mechanized operation system. Furthermore, by selling logging residues at 
the target price of ?,??? yen/m? at landings for Nasunogahara project, the balance with Site ? by ?.?ha 
and current operation system would be surplus and that with Site ? by ?.?ha and mechanized operation 
system would also be surplus.
























































































 ???? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? 88?? 91?? 10?? 10?? 10?? ?
? ?1B?? ?64A?? ?2??? ?3?? ?1?? ?
??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??????
?????? 31 48 53 53 53 39?56
???ha?? 1.27 0.51 3.09 1.85 1.41 26.74
???????cm?? 18 22 32 27 34 ?
?????m?? 16 16 19 20 20 ?
??????m3/??? 0.26 0.32 0.70  0.63 0.82 ? 
??????/ha?? 2,180 1,640 1,000 1,200 800 ?
????? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ??
??????????cm? 15 20 26 19 29 ?
????????m?? 16 15 16 17 19 ?
?????????m3/?? 0.16 0.25 0.40  0.25 0.59 ? 
??????%?? 35 25 30 42 25 ?
??????%?? 22 20 17 16 18 ?
????????? 154.9 52.5 370.8 231.3 166.4 ?
????????? ?142.5 ?46.2  ??607.0  ???3,780.6
??????? ?92.0 ?88.0  ??79.0  ?
?
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?? ?.?m???? ?,???m?????? ???m/ha????
??????????????????? ?? ? ?? ?
????????? ????????? ?? ????
?????????? ??.??ha???????? ??.?
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???? ?,??? ? /?????????? ??? ? /???
??????????????? ?????????
?????????????????? ?,??? ? /??
?,??? ? /???,??? ? /???,??? ? /???????
????????????????????????
??????????????????
???AOES 812,14? ? ?
 
4 . 1 . 2 ? ? ? ? ? ?  
4 . 1 . 3 ? ? ?  
???
 
4 . 1 . 2 ? ? ? ? ? ?  
AOER 583,79? ? ?
4 . 1 . 3 ? ? ?  
???
 
4 . 1 . 2 ? ? ?  
4 . 1 . 3 ? ? ?  
111136 ?? nF VT ? ?
???TVP 600,3? ? ?
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???? ?111136600,3 ?? nnF VVP ?
4 . 1 . 4 ? ? ? ? ? ?  
???? ? PmuclucOE ?? ? ?
4 . 1 . 4 ? ? ? ? ? ?  
???6553 ?? nF VOE ? ?
4 . 1 . 4 ? ? ? ? ? ?  
???
4 . 1 . 4 ? ? ? ? ? ?  
81690 ?? lPC VT ? ?
???11489 ?? lPP VT ? ?
??????????????????????????????????????
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????? tf? ?,??? ? /???? ?,??? ? /??v1
? ?.??m/???? ?.??m/??v2? ?.??m/????
????? ?21 11 vvLtfTE ??? ?
????LTEC 10.1660,1 ?? ? ?
















????LOEEC 51.0769 ?? ? ?
4 . 1 . 6 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  
????LOEEF 30.0378?? ? ?






????32939 ?? lPC VOE ? ?
????161207 ?? lPP VOE ? ?
???????????????????????????????????????
????? ?LPEC 10.1660,1928,8 ?? ?
????? ?LPEF 50.1236,1804,15 ?? ?
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